Evaluation of a new method for calculation of cumulative doses in the rectum wall using repeat CT scans.
The rectum wall is an important organ at risk during irradiation of the prostate, the bladder and other organs in the pelvis. It is therefore of great interest to be able reliably to predict normal tissue complication probabilities (NTCPs) for this organ. Because the rectum wall is a hollow organ capable of large deformations between fractions, dose estimates from a single CT are unreliable, and thereby also NTCP estimates. In this study two methods for calculations of cumulative dose distributions from repetitive CT scans are compared. The first is a method presented in this article that uses tracking of volume elements for a direct summation of the doses delivered in the treatment fractions. The other, presented earlier (1), is based on information from dose-volume histograms. The comparisons were made in terms of equivalent uniform doses (EUDs) and NTCPs. The methods were also compared with mean values of EUD and NTCP values from individual CT scans. The study showed that with the relatively symmetric beam arrangements normally used for treatment of prostate and bladder cancer, it is not necessary to use the more laborious method of element tracking. However, an introduction of artificial lateral rectum movements revealed that element tracking is necessary in less symmetric situations.